Abstract: It is often useful to compute a lot of matrix exponentials in computer graphics (CG). The exponential of a matrix is used for the smooth deformation of 2D or 3D meshed CG objects. Hence, we need to compute a large number of the exponentials of 3 × 3 rotational matrices and 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. For rotational matrices, Rodrigues' formula is known to compute their exponentials. We investigated the polynomial methods introduced by Moler and Van Loan to compute an exponential of 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices, and we introduce an algorithm for eigenvalues of 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. We introduce a simple formula for the matrix exponential of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix using a formula introduced by Kaji et al. in 2013 and Viète's Formula. Since our matrix exponential algorithm do not use eigenvectors, we are able to reduce the computational cost using a fast eigenvalue computation algorithm. Then, we incorporated our implementation into a shape deforming tool developed by Kaji et al. As a result, we achieved a notable performance improvement. In fact we show our algorithms for matrix exponentials is about 76% faster than a standard algorithm for given 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. For the deformation of a CG model, our algorithm was about 19% faster than a standard algorithm.
Introduction
Matrix exponential computations have been used for many applications in computer graphics (CG). For example, mesh-based inverse kinematics provides a tool that simplifies posing task [10] . In this algorithm, a matrix exponential is used to calculate a deformation gradient of triangular meshes. Alexa investigated a new interpolation between transformations using operations, addition and scalar multiplication, which create weighted combination of transformations and interpolation [1] . For 2D shape interpolation and deformation, there are some algorithms that preserve rigidity [2] , [5] . Kaji et al. improved those algorithms by using matrix exponentials [7] . Therefore, matrix exponentials are often used for smooth deformations of 2D or 3D meshed CG objects.
Our goal is to provide a fast computation of matrix exponentials. Our motivation is to improve the performance of many applications using exponentials of 3×3 rotational matrices and 3×3 real symmetric matrices introduced in Refs. [6] , [7] , [10] . For the rotational matrices, Rodrigues' formula [3] is known to compute their exponentials. In this paper, we consider an improvement of an exponential of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix rather than a rotation matrix.
In general, there are many approaches for computing n × n matrix exponentials. Moler and Van Loan provided several methods to compute the matrix exponentials [9] . We are interested in the h-hamada@sasebo.ac.jp fast computation of the matrix exponential of a special case such as 3 × 3 real matrices used for the affine transformations [6] , [8] . In this paper, We investigate the spectral decomposition method in Ref. [9] focusing on 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. Our algorithm needs only eigenvalues of a given matrix. We note a method using diagonalization have to compute eigenvectors in addition to eigenvalues. Hence, our algorithm can compute matrix exponentials efficiently. In addition, we consider a faster algorithm for computing the eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix. For a given matrix, we need to solve the characteristic equation of the matrix to calculate its eigenvalues. We use Viète's formula to compute the eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix. As a result, we introduce simple formulas of eigenvalues just using the trace and determinant of a given matrix. To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we compare the average runtimes for matrix exponentials and eigenvalues.
Algorithm for Matrix Exponential
Let M n (R) be the set of n × n matrices. Definition 2.1. The set of 3×3 real symmetric matrices is defined by Sym(3) := {S | S = t S ∈ M 3 (R)}, where t S is the transpose of S . Definition 2.2. For S ∈ Sym(3), the matrix exponential of S is defined by
Although the sum of the infinite series converges, their rate of convergence may not be so high. So we can not have an efficient algorithm by direct computations. 
P.
Proof. Since S is a real symmetric matrix, S is also diagonalized with an orthogonal matrix P and a diagonal matrix D such that
So we can make an algorithm of a matrix exponential using the diagonalization. The algorithm needs to compute eigenvalues (D) and eigenvectors (P) to compute the matrix exponential. The computational cost of eigenvectors however is more expensive than the cost of eigenvalues. Next, we review the faster algorithm in Ref. [6] to improve this drawback. This method does not need to compute eigenvectors and is faster than the method using diagonalization.
Algorithm2. Spectral Decomposition
We describe the algorithm using spectral decomposition [6] , [8] . Let λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 be the eigenvalues of S ∈ Sym(3). They are the roots of the characteristic polynomial of S . The characteristic polynomial of S is defined as follows.
From the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the following proposition is satisfied. Proposition 2.3. Let φ S (λ) be the characteristic polynomial of S ∈ Sym(3) and we substitute S for λ and the identity matrix for 1 in this polynomial. Then, φ S (S ) is equal to 0.
Since φ S (λ) is a third degree polynomial in λ, φ S (S ) is also a third degree polynomial in S . Therefore S k k! can be described as
where Q k is a polynomial in S , and R k is an at most second degree polynomial in S . Hence, exp(S ) =
is equal to 0 from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, and ∞ k=0 R k is an at most second degree polynomial in S . As a result, exp(S ) can be described as exp(S ) = xS 2 + yS + zE, where E is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and
x, y and z are elements of R. Hence, exp(S ) can be represented by a second degree polynomial in S . Next step is to decide x, y, z ∈ R to compute exp(S ). In Proposition 2.2, exp(S ) can be described as exp(S ) = P exp(D) t
P.
On the other hand, xS 2 +yS +zE is described as xS 2 +yS +zE =
Let λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 be the eigenvalues of S . The elements of D are the eigenvalues of S . Then, we have
Hence, we can decide x, y and z to solve the following equation.
The values of x, y and z depend on multiplicity of the eigenvalues of S . We consider two eigenvalues λ and λ are same if |λ − λ | < 10 −6 .
Case 1.
When all the three eigenvalues are same, put
Case 2. When two of them are same, that is λ 1 = λ 2 , put
Case 3. When all of them are distinct, put
.
Therefore, we have a simple formula for x, y and z. Our algorithm needs to compute only eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix so that we can compute a matrix exponential more efficiently than the algorithm using diagonalization.
Next, we will discuss an efficient algorithm for eigenvalues for this matrix in the next section.
Eigenvalues Using Viète's Formula
In this section, we investigate an algorithm using Viète's formula. This algorithm achieves a fast computation of eigenvalues in comparison with the algorithm using diagonalization.
If S ∈ Sym(3) is given, we need to solve the characteristic c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan equation of S . Let λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 be the eigenvalues of S . Then, the characteristic equation is (x − λ 1 )(x − λ 2 )(x − λ 3 ) = 0. This equation is expanded into
Therefore, the characteristic equation of S is described as
where trS is the trace of S , S F is the Frobenius norm of S . This equation can be solved by using Viète's formula (see Appendix A.1) . As a result, we obtain the eigenvalues of S as follows. 
We note that the eigenvalues of S can be represented by a simple formula using the trace, determinant and Frobenius norm of S . The proposed method for computing eigenvalues involves computation of cosine and arccosine. Cosine is implemented in the Eigen library. The function comes from Julien Pommier's SSE math library which is known as an accurate math library, and arccosine is implemented in the C++ Standard Library. We consider the speed and accuracy of these functions are acceptable.
Applications
We incorporated our implementation of the algorithm discussed above into the shape deforming tools developed in Ref. [6] . For example, Cage-based deformer gives a target shape and a "cage" surrounding it. The cage can be any triangulated polyhedron wrapping the target shape. We want to deform the target shape by manipulating not directly on it but through the proxy cage. Essentially this deformation is based on polar decompositions and matrix exponentials of 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. We examined our improvements replacing the exponential part in this deformation program.
Experimentation
In this section, we compared the computation times of our algorithms with standard techniques. We use a Intel Core i7 1.9 GHz CPU with 4 GB of RAM and Windows 8 (64 bit) OS. In the experimentations, we implemented our algorithms in C++ programming language (Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate), and the optimization option (/O2) of this compiler was maximization of the execution speed. Our implementation used the Eigen library which provides many functions of matrix operations [4] .
First we compared our algorithm for the computation of the Fig. 1 Computation time of the eigenvalues of the 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix. Upper: using the QR algorithm. Lower: using our algorithm.
eigenvalues of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix with the QR algorithm [11] which uses the QR decomposition. This algorithm is implemented in the Eigen library as a class member function which computes the eigenvalues. Before call the function, we need to create an instance of this class by specifying the size of matrix. Then, the QR algorithm is restricted to 3 × 3 matrix. For given 10 7 three dimensional real symmetric matrices randomly, we compared the running times for the computation of eigenvalues of all given matrices. In the applications of CG, the eigenvalues of the given matrices should be more than 0. Hence, we need to obtain positive semi-definite matrices. The way of generating these matrices randomly is the following. First, we generate a real matrix M and choose the elements of M from the range [−1, 1]. Next, we compute S = t MM to obtain a real symmetric matrix. Then, the eigenvalues of S are more than 0 because S is a positive semi-definite matrix. Figure 1 shows a comparison of the computation of the eigenvalues using the QR algorithm and our algorithm using Viète's formula. Our algorithm is about 69% faster than the QR algorithm.
The Eigen library provides an algorithm computing the eigenvalues using Viète's formula. However, we implemented our algorithm independently using our formalized formula using the trace, determinant and Frobenius norm.
Next, we compared our algorithm for the computation of the matrix exponential of a 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix with an algorithm based on diagonalization. For given 10 7 three dimensional real symmetric matrices chosen randomly by the same method in the previous experimentation, we compared the average running times for computing the matrix exponentials using the algorithm based on diagonalization (Diag), spectral decomposition (SD) and improved spectral decomposition (improved SD) which includes our algorithm for the computation of the eigenvalues. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the computation of the matrix exponentials using the three algorithms. As a result, improved SD is the best algorithm among those algorithms and achieved about 76% faster than Diag. We consider eigenvalues between 0 and 3, because a transformation matrix induced by an interactive motion do not have large eigenvalues. By our experiments, the error rate is less than 10 −6 and it is acceptable for making a deformation of computer c 2015 Information Processing Society of Japan Fig. 2 A comparison of average runtimes for the computation of the matrix exponential of 3 × 3. Left: using diagonalization (Diag). Center: using spectral decomposition (SD). Right: using the improved spectral decomposition (improved SD) which includes our algorithm for the computation of the eigenvalues. graphics. Our method using Viète's formula may produce small numerical errors, but we have benefits of computing time using our exponential matrix without computing eigenvectors. Since we consider λ ≤ 3, the error rate of the difference of cases in our algorithm are bounded. Experimentally, the computation of deformations are acceptable. Finally we incorporated the implementations of Diag and improved SD into the Cage-based deformer algorithm in Ref. [6] . For a dragon model with 50,000 vertices, 100,000 triangles, we compared the average running times of deforming this model using two algorithms. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the computation times, and the average runtime of improved SD is about 19% faster than Diag. Compared with the result for the eigenvalues, this improvement in speed for the application may not look like significant. This is because the application has other heavy computations. In more detail, the application computes affine transformations for all triangular meshes of a given model and logarithms of matrices obtained from the affine transformations.
In addition, the application needs a weighted sum calculation to decide the shape deformation. Therefore, our algorithm can be useful for a practical deformation tool.
Conclusion
We investigate fast algorithms for the matrix exponentials and eigenvalues of 3 × 3 real symmetric matrices. We show that the matrix exponential and eigenvalues of the 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix can be represented by specific formulas using the trace, determinant and Frobenius norm of the matrix. Our algorithms are implemented in C++ programming language as functions which compute the matrix exponential and eigenvalues of the 3 × 3 real symmetric matrix. For the computation time of the matrix exponential, we compare our algorithm with other algorithms. In addition, we incorporate the implementations into a practical deformation tool. Using the deformation tool, we evaluate the computation time of our algorithm for the deformation of a given model.
In conclusion, we achieve a notable performance improvement using our algorithm. In fact, we compare the computation of the eigenvalues using the QR algorithm and our algorithm using Viète's formula. Our algorithm is about 69% faster than the QR algorithm. Next, we compare the computation of the matrix exponentials using an algorithm based on diagonalization, our algorithm based on spectral decomposition and our improved algorithm which includes our algorithm computing the eigenvalues using Viète's formula. Then, our improved algorithm is the best algorithm among those algorithms and achieved about 76% faster than the algorithm using diagonalization. Finally we incorporate the implementations of the algorithm using diagonalization and our improved algorithm into the Cage-based deformer. For a dragon model, we compare average running times of deforming this model using two algorithms. As a result, the average runtime of our improved algorithm is about 19% faster than the algorithm based on the diagonalizaion.
We have not estimated the accurate numerical error of our matrix exponential algorithm. In this paper, we just show that the benefits of computational costs and acceptable results of applications of deformations. Future work includes the investigation of numerical errors and their effects for some specific deformations.
